
 
  

REPORT OF Strategic Manager (Resources) 

To: Community & Resources 

Subject: Notice of Motion – Establishment of a Direct Labour Force 

Date: 17th February 2020 Reference:  

 
 
 

PURPOSE OF REPORT:  
For Members of Community & Resources to consider Councillor Bushby’s notice of Motion (Full 
Council – 28 October 2019) that TDC establish a direct labour force. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
At 28 October 2019 Full Council meeting Councillor Bushby submitted the following written 
notice of motion: 
 

That Torridge District Council seriously look at re-establishing a direct labour 

force. 

   

The town councils of both Bideford and Northam have done this and it has 

proven to be very effective in terms of work done and value for money. 

 
In accordance with the Council’s constitution the motion was carried that it be referred to 
Community & Resources for consideration when a report could be presented providing 
Members with more detail of the impacts of the proposal. 
 

2. REPORT 
 
The proposal itself has emerged and evolved as a result of a number of detrimental factors 
impacting the deliverability of TDCs Capital and Major Works Programmes.  Over the last 
couple of years it has become evident there has been a trend of: 
 

 increased prices for tendered works 

 a reduction in the number of competitive tenders and bids 

 labour relocating out of the area 
 

The impact of these combined factors is resulting in our inability to deliver planned projects 
within budgets previously approved and an increased risk of contracts failing or being 
delayed when works have started. 
 
Members are aware following previous reports that TDC currently has a forecast deficit on 
the approved capital programme and the types of risk and impacts now being felt will only 
likely serve to worsen that position.  This may necessitate Members having to make some 
difficult decisions around reprioritising, refinancing, delaying or removing projects from the 
Capital Programme. 
 
   
What is driving these changes / impacts? 
 
Whilst it is impossible to directly attribute any specific events causing this affect  the 
information available suggests that it is a combination of factors: 
  



 
  

 the uncertainty of Brexit and its implications had led many organisations to postpone 
investment.  Now the levels of risk and uncertainty are reducing that investment is 
starting to filter through and demand for labour is outstripping supply 

 labour resources particularly in the London and the South East have returned to EU 
countries has led to a shortage, which due to the levels of wages available in those 
areas is dragging in supply from other parts of the UK 

 more locally it is evident that the vast scale of the investment at Hinkley Point and the 
labour required is attracting labour from further afield including the Northern Devon 
area 

 Construction price inflation has been on an upward trajectory for some time and 
during the last financial year an exercise was conducted to review project costs 
within the Capital Programme, which indicated at that time around £3.4m against a 
£23m total projected investment. This was reported to Full Council in February 2019. 

 
We have further evidence to report to Members that we are aware that such problems are 
not confined to Northern Devon, but is being felt sub-regionally, regionally and nationally.  
 
History of Direct Labour Forces 
 
Historically Local Authorities built up and employed a range of labour primarily to manage 
the repairs and minor works associated with having their own council housing stock, large 
vehicle fleets and property portfolios 
 
This model works particularly well especially where there are numerous similar work 
requirements due to the properties being of a similar nature i.e. houses: 
 

 Minor repairs – doors, windows locks 

 Painting and decorating 

 Minor electrical and plumbing responsive works 

 Day to day vehicle maintenance 
 
The model becomes less economical if the works are more specialist and the need less 
frequent so that you are employing labour with specialist skills and there is not the work to 
keep them occupied: 
 

 Gas engineers 

 Major repair works / programmes – roofing and windows 

 Major structural and build programmes 
 

This is where specialist organisations can offer economies of scale so that TDC would not 
therefore have to retain specialist trades.  TDC transferred it’s housing stock in 2003 at 
which point the associated workforce was TUPE transferred to what is now Westward 
Housing.  

 
Asset portfolio and resources 
 
Much of what TDC has retained is a diverse range of business related premises (rent / 
leased out), office buildings, hostels and vehicles   
 
In terms of employees that we have retained in house that have responsibilities for dealing 
with some repairs and minor works they are: 
 

 Senior caretaker 

 Caretaking apprentice (just being recruited) 

 Vehicle mechanics (3 FTEs) 



 
  

 One FTE covering multi area works. 
 

Therefore these resources are utilised to manage many day to day minor repair and 
maintenance works. 
 
In addition to this we have contractual arrangements in place with Westward Housing for the 
provision of modest level responsive and emergency repairs and other contractors for the 
provision of specific inspection regimes such as gas, water and health and safety. 
 
 
Areas of Impact 
 
The main areas where all of these impacts are felt is the ability to deliver the larger, more 
complex and bespoke works either in relation to our own buildings and construction projects.  
Whilst often planned works they tend to be on more ad hoc basis and not continual 
programmes of work therefore making it more difficult to employ an established workforce.  
Examples of which are: 
 

 Hostel development and refurbishment  

 Burrows centre 

 Demolition works  

 Skate park 
 
It is now well documented and evidenced that labour costs are high and increasing.  Recent 
enquiries have reported £300 per day wages being paid to attract local labour to projects 
where developers want to progress quickly.  
 
Clearly TDC would not be able to compete with these levels as this would have an impact on 
the Council’s overall pay structure.  In addition to which that we are legally bound to offer 
access to an “opt out” pension scheme, which currently adds an additional 17.5% to the 
wage / salary costs of all employees. Local Government may seen as more secure with 
pensions, but now all employers now have to provide access to a pension scheme.  
 
 

3. IMPLICATIONS 
 
Legal Implications 
 
Included in the body of the report  
 
Financial Implications 
 
Included in the body of the report. 
  
Human Resources Implications 
 
There are no specific human resources implications. 
 
Sustainability/Biodiversity Implications 
 
There are no specific sustainability/biodiversity implications. 
 
Equality/Diversity 
 
There are no specific equality / diversity implications 



 
  

 
Risk Management 
 
Included in the body of the report. 
 
Compliance with Policies and Strategies 
 
Not applicable 
 
Data Protection (GDPR) Implications 
 
There are no specific data  
 
Leader and Lead Member Views 
 
Date of Consultation – 07/02/2020 
 
Councillor Claire Hodson 
 
At this time creating a direct labour force would not resolve the issues that TDC are facing 
regarding tendered contracts.  I therefore support the recommendation. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Clearly this is a challenging environment within which to try and deliver an ambitious Capital 
Programme, whilst also trying to balance a revenue budget already forecasting a future 
deficit.  
 
Unfortunately the establishment of a TDC labour force to respond to the challenges does not 
currently appear feasible or cost effective. 
 

5. RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the report is noted and Members not progress establishing a direct labour force. 
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Senior Solicitor 
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